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F E S T I VA L O F I D E A S

The State Library of Western Australia acknowledges the traditional owners
of country throughout Western Australia and their continuing connection to
land and culture. We pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging.
The Library is honoured to be located on Whadjuk country, the ancestral lands
of the Noongar people.

SU PPO R T T HE
STATE L I B R A RY O F W ES T E RN AU STR AL IA
Donate to the State Library of Western Australia. Your support will help grow and
preserve the State Library collections, fund scholarships for professional development,
promote learning, language and literacy, and deliver exhibitions and events
for all to enjoy. Make a secure online donation at slwa.wa.gov.au
If you would like to discuss a specific donation, sponsorship or bequest call 9427 3111 or
email donations@slwa.wa.gov.au Donations over $2 are tax deductible.
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Welcome to the 2018 Disrupted Festival
of Ideas presented by the State Library
of Western Australia. Now in its fifth year,
Disrupted will again challenge and inspire
our way of thinking, with 2018 shining the
spotlight on technology and its impact on
humanity.

meet, learn and engage with new ideas
and technology. Disrupted builds on this
foundation to create a transformative
weekend of research, discovery,
imagination and curiosity across a range
of experiences and platforms.
So please join the ‘disruption’ in the many
spaces of the Library and online with two
inspiring days of conversations, panel
discussions and immersive activities.

We live in an exciting period of history
where technological advancement means
nothing is beyond possibility. However,
while we are creating life-improving and
life-saving advancements in the health
arena for example; it is sharply juxtaposed
with issues such as ‘fake news’ and data
privacy. What does this say about us as
individuals, communities and a society?

I look forward to welcoming you to the
State Library and being Disrupted.

Margaret Allen PSM
CEO and State Librarian

This year’s line-up of remarkable
keynote speakers, anthropologists, writers,
journalists and scientists will navigate the
issues and complexities of the developing
21st century, and the times we are living in.
The State Library has always been an
important creative hub for people to
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As we become more embedded in the
21st century, technology has begun to
move faster than we can keep up with.
Technological advancements created
for the military and space exploration
are now accessible to everyone and
infiltrate our daily lives.

The 2018 Disrupted Festival of Ideas
considers technology in its different
forms, from the simple to the complex.
The Disrupted Festival of Ideas gathers
experts from around the country to
discuss the state of the world through
panels, conversations and keynotes.

How do we navigate this
ever-changing world? Have we
forgotten ethics or are we now better
human beings?
How does technology impact the way
we communicate, form relationships
or develop as a society?
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M o r r is G leit z man

A champion of stories for the
development of young people, the 2018
Australian Children’s Laureate explores
the importance of reading to and with
young people and how this timeless and
simple human gift might just might save
our species.

Pro f G e n evieve B e l l

Facilitator: Meri Fatin
Sunday 3.30pm, Discovery Lounge

Facilitator: Meri Fatin
Saturday 4pm, Discovery Lounge

Following her delivery of the 2017 Boyer
Lectures, Genevieve will explore how we,
as humans, can survive and thrive in this
high-tech world with ethics intact.

KEYNOTES
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disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

Leading orthopaedic surgeon
Associate Professor Munjed Al Muderis has
led ground-breaking advances in robotic
and prosthetic limbs. He joins Disrupted
to share his work and to discuss how this
pioneering technology has given wounded
Australian, British and Iraqi soldiers the
ability to walk again.

Best known for her 18 years in Silicon
Valley at the intersection of cultural
practice and technology development,
Professor Genevieve Bell has now returned
to Australia to head the Autonomy,
Agency and Assurance (3A) Institute at the
Australian National University.

FREE EVENT

As s o c. Pro fesso r
M u n jed Al M u d er is

@disruptedfestival

Supported by the Australia Council for the Arts and
the Copyright Agency Cultural Fund.

#Disrupted2018

Facilitator: Nadia Mitsopoulos
Saturday 11am, Discovery Lounge

FESTIVAL GUIDE

K E YN OTES

FESTIVAL GUIDE
#Disrupted2018
@disruptedfestival
FREE EVENT
disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
PANELS

PA N E L S
Uncon sci ou s B ia s

Th e E nd o f
J o u r nalism
a s We Know I t

Speakers: Professor Genevieve Bell,
Ellen Broad, Ketan Joshi
Facilitator: Daniel Midgely
Saturday 12.30pm, Discovery Lounge

Speakers: Narelda Jacobs, Kevin Nguyen,
Liam Phillips, Jessica Warriner
Facilitator: Flip Prior
Sunday 11am, Discovery Lounge

New facial recognition and geo-location
technologies are designed to make our lives
easier and more secure. But when those
who create new technology and artificial
intelligence (AI) lose sight of the human
users, issues of bias can surface.

We live in an age where the terms ‘fake
news’, ‘post truth’ and ‘alternative facts’
are accepted vernacular. Social media has
created a world of instant gratification and
short grabs, which muddy the complexity
and nuance that traditionally underlay
politics and societal issues. Are we destined
for a world of flat-earthers and anti-vaxxers
dominating our national news channels?

Would greater diversity in technological
fields prevent this? How do we counteract
bias or ensure it isn’t the responsibility of
minorities to set things right?
Join a panel of experts working in the field
of data and analysis as they unpack the
complexities and sensitivities of
diversity and bias in technology.

A panel of journalists discuss whether this is
the end of critical thinking or if we can claw
our way back.

Tak i n g Ar t o u t o f
the G a l l e r y

As s is tive Techno lo gy

Speakers: Assoc. Prof Munjed Al Muderis,
AT Chat (Jocelyn Franciscus and Danielle
Loizou-Lake), Professor Jane Burns
Facilitator: Griffin Longley
Sunday 12.30pm, Discovery Lounge

Speakers: JR Brennan, Natalie Marhino,
Zoe Pepper
Facilitator: Jeremy Smith
Saturday 2.15pm, Discovery Lounge

Scientists and technologists routinely
achieve amazing things that improve the
quality and length of life for people all over
the world with the creation of bionic limbs,
touch screens and mental health apps.

These days, artists need to avoid
complacency when finding audiences for
new work. The traditional art space cries
out for disruption and new ways to engage
diverse audiences.

Join a panel who understand the significant
impact this kind of technology can have on
those in need.

Artists discuss how new technology allows
them to step out of the norm and
create daring and captivating work.
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FESTIVAL GUIDE

Sto r i e s for t he Ag e s

Speakers: Ron Bradfield, Andrea Gibbs,
Morris Gleitzman, Kirsti Melville.
Facilitator: Caroline Wood
Sunday 2pm, Discovery Lounge

#Disrupted2018

Stories remain fundamental to how we
develop as a society. Stories shape how we
learn, how we educate and connect with
others.
This panel considers how storytelling has
evolved over the centuries, along with new
ways to connect with people.

@disruptedfestival

Has the rise of technology diluted the art of
storytelling or has it rather expanded the
audience for our most important stories?

FREE EVENT

Technology and music are a match made in
heaven. Throughout the weekend, there’s
plenty of opportunity for you to plug in and
listen to some new tunes.

Our Sunday morning markets will feature
performances by Fremantle favourite Jamie
David; the pulsing percussion of Feels; and
Zān, an eclectic mix of South Asian cinema,
alt-R&B and electro-pop.
Shop, dance and disrupt!
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PANELS

Between sessions, the Discovery Lounge
will be filled with the beautiful atmospheric
sounds of Leafy Suburbs and his
extraordinary electronic experimentation.

Join us in the Library’s First Edition Café on
Saturday evening to unwind with a drink
and listen to some tunes – the perfect way to
mark the midpoint of the festival.

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

The S ou n d s o f
D isru pti on

FESTIVAL GUIDE
LIBRARY THEATRE disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au FREE EVENT @disruptedfestival #Disrupted2018

I N T H E L IBR A RY TH EATRE
Usin g D ata fo r G o o d

Natasha Hurley-Walker & Dr Josh Byrne
Saturday 12.30pm, Library Theatre
Stories of companies who use personal data
to manipulate and deceive seem to infiltrate
our lives on a daily basis. But data isn’t
necessarily the bad guy everyone makes it
out to be; it can be used for good.
Join two Western Australian experts who
use data in very different ways – from
understanding the far reaches of the solar
system to making your life more sustainable,
all for the betterment of humanity.

Ta l k t he Talk

L aw & O rd e r:
Te ch n ol o g y o n Tr ia l

Speakers: Daniel Midgley,
Kylie Sturgess, Ben Ainslie
With special guest Ketan Joshi
Sunday 11am, Library Theatre

Saturday 2.15pm, Library Theatre
It’s a hypothetical courtroom where
technology is put on trial and the audience
is the jury. Every day a new story seems to
break about data breaches, privacy concerns
or robots putting people out of work.

The team from RTR FM’s Talk the Talk

discuss the language of technology and
data during a live recording of the show.
Technology improves our lives, but it makes
a lot of us apprehensive, and nothing raises
goosebumps more than when computers
approach the uniquely human activity of
language. What are the causes for concern,
and what’s the upside?

A panel of WA’s lawyers debate two cases
nominated by the public, selected from the
current media.
Using an interactive tool, the audience will
decide whether data breaches can actually
benefit our society.

The Talk team will raise these issues with
science communicator Ketan Joshi; plus
language news, games, and the dreaded
Words of the Week.

Presented in collaboration with The
University of Western Australia Law School.
Which technology do you think should
be on trial? Visit our Disrupted Festival
of Ideas Facebook page to submit your
ideas.
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Sunday 1pm, Library Theatre
With Flip Prior

Young Western Australian data
researcher, Ellen Broad, returns home for
the early release of her book, Made by
Humans: The AI Condition.

AI can be all too human: quick to judge,
capable of error, vulnerable to bias. It’s
made by humans after all. Humans design
the systems and tools that make new forms
of AI faster. Humans are the data sources
that make AI smarter. Made by Humans
explores our role in automation and the
responsibilities we must take on.
Roaming from Australia to the UK and the
US, Ellen talks to world-leading experts in AI
and history about what we need to do next.
A personal, thought-provoking examination
of humans as data and humans as the
designers of systems that try to
understand us.

BOOK SIGNING
Sunday 2pm, Library Theatre Foyer
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LIBRARY THEATRE

Join Ellen Broad in the Library Theatre
and be the first to purchase a copy
of her book before its official launch.
Ellen will be signing copies of her book,
available from the Discovery Store.

FESTIVAL GUIDE #Disrupted2018 @disruptedfestival FREE EVENT disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

E llen Broa d
Made by H uma n s:
Th e A I condi tio n

FESTIVAL GUIDE
#Disrupted2018
@disruptedfestival
FREE EVENT
disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
ACTIVITIES

AC T IV ITIES &
OT H E R D IS RU PTION S
Disrupted Festival of Ideas provides plenty of other activities to fill your
weekend. The program brings the Library to life with bustling activity. Catch a
session online, explore old and new technology, kids can create their own video
games or grab a quick sit down with one of the speakers. There’s even a ‘slow
space’ to disconnect from your technology and take a quiet moment for yourself.

Video G a m e D e s ig n

DATOPOLIS

Workshop:
Saturday 12.30pm, Workshop Space
Play the Games:
Sunday 11am, Perth Cultural Centre
Screen

The Open Data Board Game
All Weekend, The Nook

One for the kids aged 9–12. Put your gaming
experience and creative imagination into
action to develop an original creation that
you can take home, play and show to family
and friends. This is a class for all abilities.
The fundamentals covered in Video Game
Design are a fantastic leap into the world
of code and design thinking. Students are
introduced to object-oriented programming
and a behaviour-based logic system
applying behaviours and attributions,
testing, debugging and fine-tuning
products that comprises a core component
of computer science and is familiar to
any programmer.

Be one of the first in Perth to play
DATOPOLIS, a board game about building
services, websites, devices, apps and
research, which uses closed and open data.
DATOPOLIS is set in a town called Sheridan,
which is gradually declining as shops close,
teachers quit, hedgehogs become extinct
and pollution rises. Players build tools to
help make Sheridan a healthier, wealthier,
happier place to live.
This game was designed and developed by
Ellen Broad and Jeni Tennison at the Open
Data Institute, with the graphic design by
Chris Wells from FolkLabs.

Parents will have an opportunity to play
their kids’ games as well as see them on
the big screen.
Visit disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au to
reserve your place.
The open data board game

Datopolis_A2Poster_A01.indd 1
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Curtin University’s HIVE presents two new
ways to see your city:

The State Library of Western Australia has
been collecting and sharing data for over
100 years. Over the decades, ways to search
and understand records has changed.

The Historical Panoramas Project allows
visitors to take a trip back in time to see how
Perth and Fremantle have developed via a
series of wide-angle panoramic views from
the photographic collection of the State
Library of Western Australia.

All weekend, Exhibition Space

This purpose-built display will show how the
Library has evolved, from capturing images
to cataloguing collections.

Sp e a ke r S p e e d D ate

Join us at the Perth Cultural Centre screen,
phone in hand, and witness this ceremony
to obsolete technology.

Saturday 1.45pm, The Nook
Sunday 12.15pm, The Nook

Artefact commemorates the mysterious
phenomenon of brand disappearance. From
Blackberry, to Nokia, to Atari, Artefact is a
tribute to the immortal consumer icons we
have internationally adored and the intimate
and fickle ways we worship them.

Presented in collaboration with the Perth Institute of
Contemporary Arts and Aphids

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

Do you have a burning question? Now is
your chance to sit down with a speaker
from the program for a four-minute speed
date. Each interview will be recorded and
collected as part of the Disrupted Festival
content archive.

Saturday 5.15pm,
Perth Cultural Centre Screen

FREE EVENT

Ar te f ac t

@disruptedfestival

Old Perth is a look into the State Library’s
Battye Library of West Australian History
and its amazing collection of over 700,000
photographs dating back to the beginnings
of photography.

#Disrupted2018

O l d Tech, New Tech

All weekend, Library Foyer
Saturday 11.30am, Meet the Creator

FESTIVAL GUIDE

Cur t i n H I V E

Speakers include: AT Chat, Flip Prior, Jane
Burns, Kevin Nguyen, Kirsti Melville and
Natasha Hurley-Walker.
Visit disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
to register your interest.
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ACTIVITIES

Artefact, Willoh S.Weiland and JR Brennan, Aphids
and the ANTI Contemporary Art Festival.
Photo: Pekka Mäkinen

FESTIVAL GUIDE

Sunday 10am–1pm,
Perth Cultural Centre & Library Foyer
Ease yourself into Sunday with the
Disrupted Markets, which will take over
the State Library Foyer and spill out to the
Perth Cultural Centre. Come for the music,
bookshop, records and great local food
vendors and get warmed up for an inspiring
and engaging day.

S u m o Ro b o t Bu ilds
& B att les

Kids aged 7–12 years Sumo Robot Build:
Workshop: Sunday, 10.30am
Battle: Sunday, 11.30am

Featuring music by Jamie David, Zān
and Feels

Open Sumo Robot Builds Battles:
Sunday, 12.30pm
Workshop Space & Library Foyer

ACTIVITIES

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

FREE EVENT

@disruptedfestival

#Disrupted2018

D isru pte d M a rke t s

Learn how a robot thinks and interacts
with its surroundings with designer and
animatronic wiz, Steve Berrick. Flex your
engineering skills by building a Lego battle
suit for a sumo wrestling robot.
Following the workshops, the sumo
warriors compete for the Ultimate Disrupted
Warrior title! Join a display of robot and
programming strength as our workshop
participants test their skills and battle it out
in our sumo show-down.

Tac ti l e Tour:
Per th Cu l tu ra l
Ce ntre S cu l p t u re s

Sunday 11am & 11.30am
Library Foyer & Perth Cultural Centre

Following the youth battle, everyone
is invited to build and battle their own

Join DADAA for a 20 minute tour of the
sculptures scattered around the State
Library and the Perth Cultural Centre.
Using a personal headset provided
to you, the Tactile Tour Guide will
deliver a verbal description of its visual
elements. Experience what it is like to
view a sculpture from the perspective of
someone who is blind or vision impaired
using Audio Description technology.

O t h er ways to
e n g age over t he
we e kend
Throughout the weekend, you will get
the chance to share your favourite app,
chill out and listen to records, buy a
book from one of the speakers or catch
a session online.
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Take a moment. Relax. Disconnect.

With everything moving a million miles an hour it’s important to take a little time for yourself
in the Disrupted Slow Space. Our concierge will look after your phone, smart watch or iPad so
you can use our space to slow it down.

Saturday 3pm
Sunday 12.30pm

B a ske t We av in g &
Co m m un i t y
Co nve r sati on
Saturday & Sunday 11am–4pm

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

Join Aboriginal artist Lea Taylor and learn
the mindful skill of basket weaving. Lea
shares her cultural tradition and how its
technology has evolved.

FREE EVENT

All it takes is a few minutes to centre and
focus yourself and become more mindful.
Learn to filter and clarify the information
of the day with a 30 minute mindfulnesss
meditation led by Caitlin Farren of
Mindfulness Meditation Hub.

@disruptedfestival

M in d fu lness
M e d it at io n

#Disrupted2018

Slow Spa ce, Fir s t Fl o o r

FESTIVAL GUIDE

S LOW IT DOWN . . .

This is a drop-in session where you can
come and stay as long as your heart desires.
Share stories and help contribute to a
beautiful large-scale basket that will
be auctioned off to benefit charities
supporting Indigenous children.

SLOW SPACE
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10am

Discovery
Lounge

Library
Theatre

Studio 001

11am

Morris
Gleitzman
11am

12pm

1pm

Unconscious
Bias
12.30pm

2pm

3pm

Taking
Art out of the
Gallery
2.15pm

Artefact
5.15pm

Curtin Hive
MEET THE CREATOR
11.30am
Curtin Hive: All Weekend
Speaker
Speed Date
1.45pm
DATOPOLIS: All Weekend

Exhibition
Space

6pm

Professor
Genevieve
Bell
4pm

Video Game Design
Workshop
12.30pm

The Nook

Slow Space,
First Floor

5pm

Law & Order:
Technology
on Trial
2.15pm

Using Data
for Good
12.30pm

Perth
Cultural
Centre &
Screen
Library
Foyer

4pm

FIRST EDITION BAR & CAFE : LIVE MUSIC & CONVERSATION. OPEN UNTIL 6.30pm

S AT U R D AY 2 8 J U LY

F E S T I VA L P R O G R A M

Basket Weaving & Community Conversation
11am–4pm
Meditation
3pm

Old Tech, New Tech
All Weekend

All events in the Discovery Lounge are livestreamed at disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
All sessions in the Discovery Lounge and Library Theatre will be AUSLAN interpreted.
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KEYNOTES PANELS IN THE LIBRARY THEATRE ACTIVITES SLOW SPACE
10am

Discovery
Lounge

Library
Theatre

Studio 001

Perth
Cultural
Centre &
Screen

Library
Foyer

The Nook

11am

12pm

The End of
Journalism as
We Know It
11am

Talk the Talk
11am

1pm

Assistive
Technology
12.30pm

2pm

3pm

Stories for
the Ages
2pm

4pm

5pm

6pm

Munjed
al Muderis
3.30pm

Ellen Broad
Made by Humans:
The AI Condition
1pm
Book signing 2pm

Sumo
Robot
Builds
Workshop
10.30am

Disrupted Markets
10am - 1pm
Video Game
Design Play
11am
Tactile Tour
11am &
11.30am

Open Sumo Robot Builds & Battles
12.30pm

Robot
Battles
11.30am

Curtin Hive: All Weekend
Speaker
Speed Date
12.15pm
DATOPOLIS: All Weekend

Slow Space,
First Floor

Exhibition
Space

Basket Weaving & Community Conversation
11am–4pm
Meditation
12.30pm

Old Tech, New Tech
All Weekend

All events in the Discovery Lounge are livestreamed at disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
All sessions in the Discovery Lounge and Library Theatre will be AUSLAN interpreted.
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S U N D AY 2 9 J U LY

Schedule Key:

FESTIVAL GUIDE
#Disrupted2018

AT CHAT
(JOCELYN
FRANCISCUS &
DANIELLE
LOIZOU-LAKE)
(WA)

ASSOC.
PROFESSOR
MUNJED AL
MUDERIS (NSW)
An Australian-trained orthopaedic surgeon
and a squadron leader in the Australian
Air Force Reserve. Munjed is also an
Ambassador for the Australian Red Cross,
human rights activist and a refugee. He
is now one of three surgeons world-wide
pioneering a revolutionary technology
known as Osseointegration. As a leading
surgeon in this complex reconstructive and
robotic surgery, Munjed has helped more
than 450 amputees from around the world
to improve mobility, reduce pain and
enhance their overall quality of life.

BIOGRAPHIES

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

FREE EVENT

@disruptedfestival

BIO GR A P H I E S

APHIDS (VIC)

Danielle is project lead for the Independent
Living Centre WA’s innovative AT Chat
project, Australia’s first peer led information
sharing platform around assistive
technology for people with disability. Over
the past 20 years Danielle has created and
implemented many successful population
health initiatives. In 2015 Danielle was
named one of WA’s a ‘40 under 40’ business
leaders for her work in health promotion.
Jocelyn, an Occupational Therapist, is a
key member of the AT Chat team at the
Independent Living Centre WA where she
has been instrumental in the development
and implementation of this ground-breaking
peer to peer project sharing assistive
technology information and advice. AT Chat
was a finalist at the recent National Disability
Support Awards for Innovation. Committed
to giving people with Spinal Cord Injury
access to AT, Jocelyn is the creator of ‘Cord’,
raising over $250,000 for Spinal Cord Injury.

Collaborative and driven by a
passionate belief in the social role of art,
Aphids investigates what is current and
urgent in contemporary culture. Their
projects are interdisciplinary often using
performance, music and new technology.
Aphids is led by Artistic Director Willoh
S. Weiland in collaboration with Artistic
Associates Lz Dunn and Lara Thoms. The key
collaborator on Artefact is James Brennan.

16
16

JR BRENNAN
(VIC)

STEVE BERRICK
(WA)

RON BRADFIELD
(WA)
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BIOGRAPHIES

Ron is a saltwater fella from Bardi Country,
north of Broome but grew up in Geraldton,
WA. He now calls Whadjuk Boodjah, his
home. Ron has been accused of many
things, but he swears he’s just a storyteller who gets to hear a fair few too!

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

Ellen is an independent consultant and
expert in data sharing, open data and AI
ethics, Ellen has worked in technology
policy and implementation in global
roles, including the Open Data Institute
and International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions. Ellen
has provided independent advice to
governments, UN bodies and
multinational tech companies. She has
testified before committees of the European
and Australian parliaments, written articles
for New Scientist and The Guardian and
spoken at South by Southwest.

FREE EVENT

ELLEN BROAD
(ACT/WA)

Steven is an artist and creative coder. With
a degree in Computer Science, his work
focuses on software and technology where
he creates software-driven experiences for
interactive systems and performances. His
collaborative practice has been presented
in galleries, theatres, museums and on the
street.

@disruptedfestival

JR Brennan is a director, performer and
composer. He graduated from VCA School of
Drama (Acting) in 2000 and has worked with
leading performance company around the
world. He has presented original theatrical,
musical and live art works in Australia,
Europe, Asia and the USA. In 2019 his latest
work, Judith’s Return, a 3-channel video work
created with Białołęka Prison, Poland, will
be screened for audiences both inside and
outside prisons in Australia and Poland.

#Disrupted2018

Genevieve is a cultural anthropologist best
known for her work at the intersection
of cultural practice and technology
development. She is currently Director of the
3A Institute, Florence Violet McKenzie Chair
and Distinguished Professor at the Australian
National University, and Vice President and
Senior Fellow at Intel Corporation.

FESTIVAL GUIDE

PROFESSOR
GENEVIEVE BELL
(ACT)

FESTIVAL GUIDE
#Disrupted2018
@disruptedfestival
FREE EVENT
disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
BIOGRAPHIES

PROFESSOR
JANE BURNS
(NSW)

ANDREA CONTE
(WA)
Mr Andrea Conte is a passionate advocate
for better STEM and Digital Technology
education in schools. As managing director
of Firetech Australia, he is dedicated to
teaching kids how to leverage technology
from a young age to better prepare for the
job market of the future.

Jane is an e-mental health researcher and
advocate for people and is Chair of STREAT,
a social enterprise for young people at
risk of homelessness and Veterans and
Veterans Families Counselling Service. She
is passionate about digital health solutions
and won the social enterprise category
for the Financial Review’s 100 Women
of Influence.

MERI FATIN
(WA)
DR JOSH BYRNE
(WA)
An environmental scientist with a national
profile as a consultant, researcher and
communicator in urban sustainability and
water sensitive design. Well known for his
role as a presenter on ABC TV’s Gardening
Australia program, Josh is a Research Fellow
at Curtin University and an Adjunct Associate
Professor with the School of Civil and
Environmental Engineering at the University
of New South Wales.

One of Perth’s sought-after interviewers,
facilitators and former ABC producer,
Meri has produced her own podcast series
Rare Air, the Empathy Museum’s A Mile in
My Shoes project and a series of accident
prevention stories for the Paraplegic
Benefit Fund.

ANDREA GIBBS
(WA)
Host of Weekends with Andrea Gibbs on
ABC digital radio and the co-creator of
Barefaced Stories, Australia’s longest running
storytelling night of its kind. Andrea has won
Triple J’s Raw Comedy State Final and is a
core member of improv-comedy ensemble,
The Big HOO-HAA! She has been a guest
speaker at TEDxPerth and Marieke Hardy’s
Women of Letters.

18

DR NATASHA
HURLEY-WALKER
(WA)

This year marks Narelda’s 10 years as
presenter of Ten Eyewitness News Perth.
Narelda’s on air role has opened the door to
many opportunities to work with charities
and world leaders.

A passionate, prolific and experienced
communicator, Ketan has a firm grounding
in science, engineering and economics.
He is adept at various forms of contemporary
digital media, in addition to long-form
writing and traditional media.

GRIFFIN LONGLEY
(WA)

19

BIOGRAPHIES

Griffin is the CEO of Nature Play WA; inaugural Board Member of the WA Parks Foundation; an award-winning journalist and former
weekly columnist with The West Australian;
and the founder of a program for at-risk kids
in the Midland, Fremantle and Mandurah
areas called Night Hoops.

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

KETAN JOSHI
(NSW)

FREE EVENT

NARELDA JACOBS
(WA)

@disruptedfestival

Natasha is an astronomer who uses radio
waves to explore the distant reaches of
the Universe. Her latest achievement uses
a telescope in outback Western Australia
to survey the whole sky, which provides a
cornucopia of data on exploded stars, supermassive black holes and our local space
environment. Natasha has most recently
been named as one of ABC’s Top 5 Scientists
for 2018.

#Disrupted2018

Morris is a bestselling Australian children’s
author and the 2018 Australian Children’s
Laureate. Morris wrote his first children’s
novel in 1985 and is now one of Australia’s
most successful authors, both internationally
and at home. Morris started his career as a
writer for Australian TV comedy series The
Norman Gunston Show. He is best known
for his hugely popular and award-winning
children’s books including Two Weeks with
the Queen; The Other Facts of Life; Misery
Guts; Worry Warts; Blabber Mouth; Sticky
Beak; Bumface; Gift Of The Gab; Toad Rage;
Wicked! and many, many more. Morris’ books
have been published in more than twenty
countries and has won numerous awards,
including all the Australian Reader’s Choice
Awards voted for by children.

FESTIVAL GUIDE

MORRIS
GLEITZMAN
(NSW)

FESTIVAL GUIDE
#Disrupted2018
@disruptedfestival
FREE EVENT
disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
BIOGRAPHIES

NATALIE
MARHINO
(WA)
Founder of Voyant AR, a Fremantle-based
studio which creates bespoke mobile
augmented reality experiences. Natalie has
a background in digital content, marketing
and psychology, she has worked in a variety
of industries which include advertising,
banking, video games, telecommunications
and international aid. She loves to explore
the intersection between people, design
and technology.

NADIA
MITSOPOULOS
(WA)
An experienced journalist who has carved
out a successful media career over the past
25 years. Nadia is currently a presenter with
ABC Radio Perth. Before working in radio,
she had an extensive television career both
in Perth and overseas. She was a political
reporter for Channel Nine News for 13 years,
and has also worked at Ten News, GWN and
APTN in London. Nadia has a Bachelor of Arts
degree from Curtin University and is a board
member of Lifeline WA and AWESOME Arts.

KIRSTI MELVILLE
(WA)
Kirsti is an award-winning documentary
producer at ABC Radio National. When
she’s not busy telling other people’s stories,
you’ll find her curled up reading them. She’s
addicted to understanding the complexities
of human relationships and adding to the
growing pile of books beside her bed.

KEVIN NGUYEN
(NSW)
Starting as a reporter and photographer in
western Sydney after leaving his previous
life as a researcher in cognitive psychology,
Kevin is currently a journalist with Storyful
where he provides verification and editorial
consultation for publishers such as News
Corp Australia, ABC and the New York Times.

DANIEL MIDGLEY
(WA)
Daniel is a teacher of linguistics at The
University of Western Australia and Edith
Cowan University. He is a presenter on the
popular weekly radio programme Talk the
Talk, on RTRFM 92.1 and his new
podcast, Because Language, focuses on
interviews and issues in linguistics. He also
enjoys presenting classes on language for
UWA Extension.
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FLIP PRIOR
(NSW/WA)

JEREMY SMITH
(NSW/WA)
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BIOGRAPHIES

Jeremy is the Arts Practice Director –
Community, Emerging and Experimental
Arts at the Australia Council for the Arts. He
has spent much of his professional career
working in close connection with the arts
and cultural industries since graduating from
the WA Academy of Performing Arts in 1997.
He has held a range of senior positions in
the corporate, not for profit and government
sectors. Jeremy’s most recent appointments
include Manager, Community Investment
with Rio Tinto Iron Ore, and Manager,
Regional Arts and Strategic Development
at DADAA. He has also worked extensively
across festivals, youth arts, community and
regional arts development projects in a
range of creative and management roles.

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

Liam began at the West Australian
newspaper before moving into digital news
and relocating to London. On returning to
Perth, he launched the website of The West
Australian and WAtoday.com.au for Fairfax
Media. In Sydney he spent six years as the
News Editor and Homepage Editor of the
Sydney Morning Herald, before moving to the
ABC and becoming Digital Editor for ABC
News Perth.

FREE EVENT

LIAM PHILLIPS
(WA)

@disruptedfestival

Flip is a journalist/strategist for ABC News,
Analysis and Investigations. Formerly, she
was Twitter Australia’s news partnerships
manager; the Walkley Foundation’s
communications manager; and a journalist
with The West Australian. Flip was a founding
committee member of Women in Media in
WA and NSW and is a project manager with
Media Diversity Australia.

#Disrupted2018

Zoe is an award-winning director, writer
and theatre maker and graduated from the
Western Australian Academy of Performing
Arts in 2005. Over her career Zoe has
developed an inimitable style across a
diverse practice that spans theatre, film, live
art and participatory gaming. In recent years
Zoe has extended her practice to immersive,
tech-based work. Zoe was a recipient of the
2014-16 Creative Australia Emerging Career
Artist Fellowship to continue to develop her
interactive digital work.

FESTIVAL GUIDE

ZOE PEPPER
(WA)

FESTIVAL GUIDE
#Disrupted2018
@disruptedfestival
FREE EVENT
disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
BIOGRAPHIES

CAROLINE WOOD
(WA)

LEA TAYLOR
(WA)

Caroline is Co-founder and Director of
the Centre for Stories, Margaret River
Press and Australian Short Story Festival.
She has served on the Board of Amnesty
International Australia, the Augusta
Margaret River Tourism Association and the
Small Publishers Network. She is currently
the interim Deputy Chair of PEN Perth. The
establishment of the Centre for Stories
is the fruition of a lifelong passion and
commitment to the art of storytelling and
the power of the story to influence and
evoke social change.

An award winning Aboriginal Weaver/
Artist from the Wadandi/Minang/Baladong
Nations from South West Western Australia.
Lea was taught basic basket weaving by
noted Aboriginal Artist Sharyn Egan. She
continued to teach herself different weaving
techniques and soon started teaching
this ancient craft at Walyalup Aboriginal
Cultural Centre. Lea now works full-time as
an Artist/Weaver, working with Aboriginal
youth in schools and youth groups, running
workshops in art centres and independently
throughout WA.

SEAN WALSH
(WA)

JESSICA
WARRINER
(WA)

Sean is the Creative Producer at The Last
Great Hunt and has many theatre credits and
has made several television appearances
including: Bom Bali and Desert War and the
mini-series of Tim Winton’s Cloud Street. Sean
is a member of the improvisational comedy
ensemble The Big HOO-HAA! and is one of
Australia’s premier voice-over artists.

Jessica writes for Western Suburbs Weekly and
covers politics for Community News, along
with presenting Get Up Morning on RTRFM.
She learned the ropes of reporting in New
York City while interning with Gothamist, and
her work has been published in The New York
Times, The Guardian and Time Out.
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Registration is required only for:
•

Sumo Robot Build Workshop

•

Video Game Design Workshop.

See the Disrupted Festival website for details.

#Disrupted2018

All events for the 2018 Disrupted Festival of Ideas are free.

FESTIVAL GUIDE

VENUE I NFO &
REGI STR ATI ON

The State Library of Western Australia is open from 10am on Saturday 28 and

DI SCOV ERY S TOR E
Visit the Discovery Store throughout the Festival to pick up a book from one
of the many speakers in the program.

FI RST EDI TI O N C A FE & BA R
license from midday. Join us on Saturday from 5pm for a conversation and
tunes to wrap up an exciting day of disruption.

ACC ESS I NFOR MAT I ON
Disrupted Festival of Ideas is committed to ensuring all events and activities
are accessible. All sessions in the Discovery Lounge and Library Theatre
disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
The information contained in this program is correct at the time of printing.
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INFORMATION

will be AUSLAN interpreted. For more information, please visit

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au

The First Edition Cafe & Bar will be open all weekend from 10am with a

FREE EVENT

The Discovery Store open from 10am on Saturday 28 and Sunday 29 July.

@disruptedfestival

Sunday 29 July.
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Per th Cultural Cent re
25 Francis Street
Per th WA 6000
T: +61 89427 3111
1800 198 107 ( WA cou ntr y c a l l e rs

disrupted.slwa.wa.gov.au
JOIN THE CONVERSATION
#Disrupted2018
@disruptedfestival
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